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Let’s start the discussion by looking at the differences
between 1st and 2nd price auctions, what is causing the
change in favor of 1st price auctions, and what the long
term implications of that change will be.

Programmatic Trust

Convo with TrustX

There are two significant developments in the
programmatic space working to improve transparency,

Changing programmatic buying auctions from a 2nd price
system to a 1st price system may sound like an arcane
and minor detail, but the consequences of this shift will
be far reaching, and the impact on price, supply, and
fees will be felt for years to come. In addition, while
ads.txt was initially implemented as a tool to fight fraud,
it will also have a significant effect on fighting hidden
fees and will catalyze consolidation within the
programmatic ecosystem. Adoption of ads.txt continues
to rise, and by the end of 2019 we expect it will be a fully
viable strategy to only transact on inventory that has
ads.txt enabled.

Convo with Sorenson

That being said, concerns remain about the
programmatic ecosystem, specifically regarding
excessive fees, fraud, and lack of transparency. Any
system which has significant opacity and complex
technical processes is ripe for exploitation. Despite all
the benefits, the programmatic advertising landscape
also has a substantial number of malicious actors doing
their best to siphon away budgets. Brands rightfully
continue to push for increased transparency to ensure
what they’re buying is real and valuable.

simplify the programmatic landscape, and restore trust.
These are the transition to 1st price auctions from 2nd
price auctions, and the implementation of ads.txt. These
initiatives continue to be led organically from within the
ad tech industry, and we continue to expect changes and
improvements to happen organically rather than through
regulation.

New Video Landscape

Programmatic campaigns come with a huge number of
benefits for advertisers, including reduced waste,
enhanced targeting, improved reach, better
measurement, and more effective attribution. For this
reason, programmatic spend has skyrocketed and now
represents more than $25 billion globally. Furthermore,
across all digital formats (including search and social
media advertising), programmatically targeted
advertising represents 82% of total brand budgets.
Programmatic advertising remains a top priority for most
brands and we continue to expect the vast majority of
budgets going into programmatic campaigns.
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Part 1: Restoring Programmatic Trust
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DSP 2

DSP 3

In a 2nd price auction, the buyer (represented by
DSP 2) only sees the price they paid. While they
should pay $5.01 in this example, any price lower
than $10 would not seem immediately suspicious.
The opacity of the auction process leaves
significant room for misreporting auction clearing
price, inserting undisclosed fees, or other methods
of reallocating the consumer surplus of DSP 2 to
various players in the ad tech chain. This
uncertainty is one of several things that have
undermined 2nd price auctions.

2nd Price Auction Benefits

2nd Price Auction Drawbacks

Encourages Bid Truth
Because brands only pay 1c more than the next
highest bid, they don’t worry about overpaying and
should bid the maximum they believe each
impression is worth. In this way, 2nd price auctions
encourage brands to reveal what they actually
believe inventory is worth.

Lacks Transparency
Because brands only see the price they paid for an
impression, and can’t see the other bids in an
auction, there is significant opacity to the process.
Advertisers are in the position of simply trusting
their tech partners to accurately transact for
them. This allows for varied and uncertain fees.

Most Efficient
2nd price auctions are the most efficient form of
price determination as long as there is one
auction, with transparency around auction type,
price floor, other bids, and also high price density.
This is why many auctions (like Google’s Adwords
auctions) are also based on 2nd price dynamics.

Thin Auction Risk
Thin auctions have few bids. Because of extreme
targeting and buyers filtering themselves out
before auctions occur, there can be significant
gaps between the top bid and the clearing price.
The lower the bid density in a 2nd price auction, the
less efficient it is.

Easy Bidding Strategy
Brands don’t have to develop a bid shading
strategy (lowering bids below what they believe an
impression is worth to game the auction) in 2nd
price auctions. Once a brand decides what an
impression is worth, 2nd price auction mechanics
are such that they should simply bid that price.

Low Win Rates
Because of header bidding, 2nd price auctions can
result in brands losing out on desired impressions
(the mechanism for this is discussed on the
following page). Many exchanges are
implementing 1st price auctions only for sites with
header bidding auctions.

Note: Benefits & Drawbacks are from the perspective of an advertiser
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Programmatic Trust

In a 2nd price auction, each bidder submits their
best bid (the highest value they believe a unit of
inventory is worth) through a DSP, and the
winning bidder only pays 1c more than the next
highest bid. In this instance, the three bidders
submit bids of $3, $5, and $10. Because this is
a 2nd price auction, DSP 2 wins with a bid of
$10, but will only pay $5.01 (1c higher than
the next highest bid).
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2nd Price Auction Dynamics
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In this example, DSP 2 bid $10 and won the
auction. That price should be what they pay and
therefore there is very little uncertainty
surrounding price. In this way, 1st price auctions
reveal additional fees or changes in the auction
dynamic, as reported prices that differ from what
the advertisers knows they were bidding will be
obvious and suspicious.

Price Paid
(+ Fees)

1st Price Auction Benefits

1st Price Auction Drawbacks

Simplicity
1st price auctions are straightforward relative to
2nd price auctions. A brand expects to pay their bid
price for any won impression. There is very little
opacity around price paid and ad tech partner
reporting for a campaign should be much more
straightforward.

Discourages Bid Truth
Because brands will overpay for inventory if they
significantly outbid the competition, there is
incentive to bid less than the estimated value of an
impression. In this way, brands are encouraged to
lie in the auction about what they believe is the
true value of an impression.

Fee Transparency
Brands see their price paid for impressions.
Because they know what they bid, in a 1st price
auction what they pay should be obvious
(essentially equal to their bid price, adjusted by
any known and expected fees). Any variance from
that price will be interpreted as undisclosed fees.

Overpayment Risk
An aggressive brand is at risk of overpaying
significantly for an impression if they are unaware
of what their competition estimates as the value of
the same impressions. Trial and error can mitigate
this risk, but it is still a real challenge with how fast
the programmatic landscape changes.

High Win Rates
Because there is more predictability in a 1st price
auction, it is easier for brands to increase their win
rates (by increasing bid price). This improves the
ability to buy audiences at scale and ensure that
brands can reach their desired audience.

Complex Bidding Strategies
In a 2nd price auction, brands don’t have to develop
a complicated bidding strategy (once they identify
the maximum price they can pay for a positive
ROI). In a 1st price auction, brands need to
develop a sophisticated bidding strategy to avoid
overpaying.

Note: Benefits & Drawbacks are from the perspective of an advertiser
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In a 1st price auction, the winner of the auction
pays their actual bid price (rather than 1c more
than the 2nd highest bid). For this reason, brands
are encouraged to bid less than what they believe
an impression is worth to potentially game the
auction and win discounted impressions. If a brand
used their 2nd price auction bidding strategy in a
1st price auction, they would frequently overpay
for impressions.
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1st Price Auction Dynamics

Public Lawsuits
In addition to the general push for transparency from brands, there
were two public lawsuits that highlighted issues around fees. The
Guardian sued Rubicon Project in early 2017, alleging that the vendor
was siphoning undisclosed fees from programmatic buys across its
site; litigation is ongoing. In addition, DataXu sued RhythmOne last
year, alleging that RhythmOne was manipulating 2nd price auctions to
take additional fees. While there are arguments for both sides of each
lawsuit, it’s undeniable that the news focused attention within the
programmatic ecosystem on fees and transparency.

Confusing Outcomes
Finally, there is the potential for confusing auction outcomes due to header
bidding. As stated, 2nd price auctions are only efficient if there is a single
auction. Header bidding creates additional auction layers, and can result in
the highest bid in a 2nd price auction environment failing to win an
impression. As an example, if two 2nd price auctions submitted their winning
bid to a header auction, where one had bids of $10 and $5, and the other
had bids of $8 and $7, the $10 bidder would submit only $5.01, whereas
the $8 bidder would submit $7.01, winning the header auction. This
outcome is unwanted and confusing for brands; 1st price auctions ensure
that an advertiser’s highest bid is always submitted.
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2nd price auctions, while theoretically more efficient, have greater
uncertainty regarding price than 1st price auctions. This is because brands
expect to pay less than their bid for won impressions. The critical detail is
that the winning bidder doesn’t directly see what the other bids were in the
auction. This leaves significant room for SSPs and DSPs to add on fees,
incorrectly report auction clearing prices, or implement other tactics to
reallocate an advertiser’s consumer surplus to the ad tech stack. As long as
a brand is paying less than their bid price in a 2nd price auction, it’s not going
to be clear whether or not they’re paying what they really should be.

New Video Landscape

Transparency & Trust

Convo with TrustX

This is where 1st price auctions come in. They help to solve
some of the systemic problems seen in the programmatic
landscape today. Furthermore, they go a long way towards
improving trust and transparency between brands, tech
partners, and publishers, and simplifying the
programmatic process. There are three critical goals or
catalysts that have prompted the change to 1st price
auctions, detailed below.

Programmatic Trust

It may not be immediately obvious why the industry is
changing to a 1st price auction structure. There are
benefits and drawbacks to both auction systems, so what
makes one better than the other? In fact, auction theory
states that 2nd price auctions are superior, as long as there
is one auction with full transparency around auction type,
price floors, other bids, and also sufficient price density.
The core problem is that these assumptions no longer hold
true in the programmatic ecosystem.
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Why Change to 1st Price?

Transition Issues

Brands would have an easy time developing a bidding strategy in a landscape
with 100% 2nd price auctions, or 100% 1st price auctions. Currently, however,
there are some 1st price auctions, and some 2nd price auctions (Google, for
example, is sticking with 2nd price). Furthermore, many auctions are incorrectly
tagged, exacerbating the problem. Until auctions are all correctly labeled, there
will be ongoing confusion surrounding some programmatic transactions.

Bid Strategy Changes

Because there is an expectation in a 1st price auction that you will pay the full
bid price, buyers will have to reduce their standard bid prices from previous 2nd
price auction benchmarks to avoid significantly overpaying. Not only is bidding
strategy more complicated, but we also expect a temporary spike in prices as
buyers adapt to the new auction environment. This will eventually revert to
historical levels as bidding algorithms and campaign strategy adjusts.

Convo with Sorenson

Because 1st price auction dynamics will result in greater difficulty in charging
incremental fees, ad tech margins will be squeezed. There has already been a
compression of margins for some layers of the ad tech stack. Many DSPs and
SSPs cannot survive in an environment with significantly reduced fees.
Therefore, our expectation is for significant contraction in the number of tech
platforms, and increasing market share for the largest players as a result.

New Video Landscape

Consolidation

Appendix

Consequences of Moving to 1st Price

Accelerated PMP Growth

Any time there is a focus on the lack of transparency, trustworthiness, and value
in the programmatic ecosystem, there is greater incentive for brands to buy
through private marketplaces. Currently, open exchange volumes outstrip
private transactions, but the added visibility, reduced fraud, and simpler pricing
dynamics of private marketplaces remain attractive for many brands. We expect
a push towards more direct relationships even in the open exchange.

Increased Auction Predictability

Because 1st price auctions create easier to understand links between bid
strategy and win rates, they might lure large advertisers more heavily into
programmatic if their priority is scale and predictability. Even at a higher cost,
predictable programmatic campaigns can be a substitute for large digital I/O
budgets.
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Programmatic Trust

The shift to 1st price auctions will result in compressed margins for the ad tech
layer in the ecosystem. For this reason, at the same clearing prices for buyers,
publishers will see increased programmatic yield. In the long run, some of that
incremental value will likely accrue to brands as well as reduced non-working
dollars are organically distributed to both buyers and sellers and auctions find
equilibrium.

Convo with TrustX

Publisher Yield Variance

1st Price Auction Adoption

1st Price Auction Price Impact
The introduction of 1st price auctions to the programmatic
ecosystem resulted in initial price spikes as buyers used their
2nd price bidding strategies in 1st price auctions. In addition,
improperly labeled auctions can mean even buyers with a
new 1st price bidding strategy in place can overpay if they
mistakenly believe an auction is 2nd price. We believe that
over time prices will return to the existing trend, however, as
buyers adjust to the new 1st price bidding environment.
Unlike ads.txt, 1st price auctions don’t remove supply from
the market, and so shouldn’t have a significant long-term
impact on prices paid. Further confusing the issue is that
because fee transparency will likely result in consolidation in
the tech stack, in the long run increased ad tech pricing
power might result in fees creeping higher again.

The second important development in the programmatic
ecosystem for increasing transparency and trust, is the
implementation of ads.txt, discussed on the coming pages.
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Currently, about 50% of programmatic banner auctions are 1st
price, with the remainder still being 2nd price. In many cases,
auctions for inventory that go through a header bidding
process are set to be 1st price, and inventory on publishers
without a header bidding auction remain 2nd price.
Furthermore, video remains almost entirely 2nd price as there
is no header bidding in most cases. Google remains committed
to 2nd price auctions on their platform, while many other
industry participants such as AppNexus, Rubicon Project,
Index Exchange, OpenX, and Pubmatic have all implemented
select 2nd price auctions. While this can change over time, we
expect an extended period of both 1st and 2nd price auctions
across the programmatic landscape.

Convo with Sorenson

In addition, while 1st price auctions have been added to the
programmatic ecosystem to tackle some of the current
challenges, it’s important to remember that 2nd price
auctions are theoretically more efficient. Not only do they
have simpler bidding strategies, but they also have higher
bid stability. Furthermore, Google has stated that they’re
committed to 2nd price auctions and as the dominant
market player, there is the possibility that other solutions
to the underlying issues in the programmatic ecosystem
are found that allow for continued 2nd price auctions going
forward.

Programmatic Trust

Changing many programmatic auctions from 2nd price to
1st price has had and will continue to have an immediate
impact on the programmatic landscape. There is going to
be a significant transition period where some auctions are
1st price and some are 2nd price (and even more
importantly, periods of time in which auctions are either
not labeled, or improperly labeled, as being 1st or 2nd
price).
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Adoption and Pricing Effects

Make it Easier to Detect Hidden Fees
Because of the number of middlemen in most programmatic transactions, it’s very
difficult for brands to track down exactly what they’re spending with a particular
publisher. Even when a brand has a direct relationship with a publisher, most of
their programmatic spend won’t be recorded by the publisher as coming from that
buyer, since frequently the sale from the publisher’s point of view will be to a
reseller. With ads.txt, if a buyer is only buying directly from a publisher’s authorized
SSP, they have the ability to contact the publisher and check how much of their
spend the publisher is receiving. In this way, brands can more easily identify hidden
fees in the programmatic ad tech stack.

Undermine the Reseller Marketplace
Beyond simple domain spoofing and other forms of fraud, there is also
significant reselling in the programmatic marketplace. Not all reselling is
unauthorized; reselling is a legitimate business and some publishers are open to
having resellers bid on their inventory to increase yield and potentially drive up
auction pricing. In fact, for lots of publishers, many of the ads.txt legitimately
authorized partners are resellers. That being said, many brands believe that
they can get better pricing direct from publishers and will seek out sellers with
direct relationships to the desired publisher and their inventory. Ads.txt ensures
brands know where they can get inventory directly from a publisher rather than
going through an intermediary.
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Ads.txt was primarily created to combat fraud in the programmatic ecosystem.
Publishers now have an easy way to communicate who is authorized to sell its
inventory and buyers know what exchanges are selling legitimate inventory from a
publisher. In this way, ads.txt will combat domain spoofing, where ad fraudsters were
pretending to be premium publishers, but in actuality were pointing purchases
towards non-human banner farms. Ads.txt allows brands to ensure they’re buying
inventory through one of the few platforms with a direct connection to the publisher,
and can therefore be confident in its legitimacy. There are multiple other forms of ad
fraud (misrepresenting display inventory as video
inventory, for example), but ads.txt is one weapon in
a growing arsenal for brands and publishers to fight
back.

New Video Landscape

Combat Fraud

Convo with TrustX

Ads.txt is a simple piece of code that allows buyers to
confirm that the inventory they’re buying is legitimate and
authorized by that publisher. There are three primary
impacts that the implementation of ads.txt will have,
detailed below.

Programmatic Trust

Ads.txt (Authorized Digital Sellers) is a tool created for
publishers where they can publicly declare which partners
are authorized to sell their digital inventory. It is designed
to increase transparency in the programmatic advertising
ecosystem.

Appendix

What is ads.txt?

350,000

Domains Have
Implemented
ads.txt

We expect several important effects from the
implementation of ads.txt. First, it will force out shady
SSPs and ensure fraud, at least in the form of domain
spoofing, is minimized. In addition, because ads.txt
functionally reduces the supply in the market, costs will
increase. While this is unappealing to brands, it is
functionally a result of eliminating fraudulent impressions;
performance should also increase to compensate for that
higher cost. Potentially offsetting this is the reduction of
unauthorized reselling, which will reallocate some dollars
from unauthorized ad tech players back to brands (no
longer paying arbitrage premiums) and publishers
(realizing a higher percentage of the value of their
10
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Top Publisher ads.txt Adoption
68% of the top programmatic publishers
have implemented ads.txt. While
adoption was initially slow due to fears
that publishers would be cutting
themselves off from a significant amount
of demand, implementation continues to
rise to the point where the inclusion of
ads.txt will be the de facto default state
for premium publishers within the next
year.

inventory). Finally, like the transition to 1st price auctions,
ads.txt has the ability to expose hidden fees in the
programmatic ad tech stack. This will result in fee
compression, and will cause further consolidation in the
programmatic ecosystem.
The move towards 1st price auctions, and also the
implementation of ads.txt, are two critical efforts to
restore trust and transparency in the programmatic
marketplace. We continue to believe that the pace of
programmatic growth will remain steady as despite
concerns, the benefits to programmatic significantly
outweigh the drawbacks.

Convo with Sorenson
New Video Landscape

Scale of ads.txt Implementation

Over time, our expectation is that demand from buyers to
limit purchases to authorized and verifiable platforms, and
the fear of publishers on losing out either on that demand,
or losing out on campaign budgets to fraudulent sites
spoofing their domains, will result in the eventual full
adoption of ads.txt. While there was some initial hesitance
around adoption, the first few months of 2018 have seen
significant increases in the pace of rollout for ads.txt.
Brands may initially be concerned about cutting out
significant supply from the market, but once publisher
adoption is near complete, the supply being cut off will be
of minimal value or fraudulent anyway.

Convo with TrustX

Publishers are concerned that they will be cutting
themselves off from sources of demand. Brands are
worried about reducing the supply of inventory by limiting
purchases only to ads.txt enabled sites. Ad tech companies
are hesitant to reduce the volume of inventory they can
transact against because most ad tech businesses are paid
based on transaction volume. Finally, there are concerns
around simple human error (typos in the ads.txt file can
result in significant consequences for both publishers who
accidentally cut themselves off from legitimate sources of
demand, and also for ad tech partners, who can be
authorized sellers of inventory but not listed correctly in
the ads.txt file).

In addition to these reasons, there are also many
participants in the programmatic landscape taking
advantage of the opacity of transactions who are
encouraging confusion and pushing back against the
implementation of ads.txt in order to muddy the waters.

Programmatic Trust

If ads.txt has all these great benefits, why is there
controversy and pushback around its implementation? And
if it’s so simple to implement the small text file into a site’s
code, why is the pace of implementation relatively slow?

Appendix

The Future of ads.txt

Brands will ensure they’re paying only agreed upon
programmatic fees and accurate auction prices, and also
make sure they’re getting human impressions at a fair
price.
DSPs with sufficient scale to withstand margin compression
will find themselves in a far less crowded programmatic
landscape in the years to come. In the very long run, it’s
possible that margin compression reverses as smaller
competitors fall by the wayside.

Ad Tech charging undisclosed fees, or moving the
parameters surrounding auctions after the fact, are going
to have a more difficult time extracting value in a more
controlled and straightforward programmatic landscape.
Fraudulent Sites will be squeezed out of the ecosystem by
publishers adopting ads.txt, and by brands insisting on a
greater share of their spend going through more controlled
environments and verifiable inventory sellers.
Resellers and Arbitrageurs are not going to fully go away
while publishers still welcome them as a source of demand,
but if brands insist on shrinking the number of middlemen
in an average programmatic transaction, resellers will find
it more difficult to extract value even given the benefits of
scale.
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Publishers are going to not only see higher yield through
receiving a greater share of brand advertising dollars, but
prices will also increase. Furthermore, premium publishers
can ensure they’re not being spoofed.

Convo with TrustX

There will be winners and losers to this transition,
however. Like most self-regulating developments in the
programmatic space over the past few years, the winners
are the same: publishers with valuable audiences and
premium content, and ad tech platforms that provide
clearly defined value for a clearly defined cost. It is
important to keep in mind, however, that this is just the
latest way in which the programmatic ecosystem is
cleaning itself up; fraud rates have been declining even
before ads.txt was introduced according to the ANA.

Programmatic Trust

Programmatic advertising is here to stay. While there is
frequent discussion in the press about buying only in welllit environments that are safe for brand dollars, there has
been no slowdown in brands using precise micro-targeting
through programmatic campaigns, and leveraging
increasingly valuable and granular consumer data. What
we are seeing in the programmatic ecosystem has all the
hallmarks of an industry transitioning from an initial
growth phase to maturity: more controls and compressed
margins.
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Transparency Winners & Losers

The second significant challenge is related to the industry’s
unproductive addiction to cheap CPMs made possible by ad
tech that can find audiences where they are least
predisposed to absorb or engage with advertising.
Notwithstanding the efforts of top quality agencies and
trading desks, far too many programmatically-placed ads
run in overly cluttered content pages that are perpetuating
banner blindness. Programmatic makes it easy for
marketers to buy bots, support fake news, and otherwise
accrue negative brand value adjacent to content that their
customers and prospects would regard as shady.

What are the biggest hurdles to continued 1st price auction
adoption? Who will the winners and losers of this transition
be?
First price auctions make it much harder for nontransparent, and arguably dishonest ad tech vendors to
take unauthorized margin between the winning bid and
second price paid. First price is absolutely the way to go if
the buyer’s goal is honesty and transparency. Winners are
transparent exchanges, and losers are those that are (or
were) taking nondisclosed margins on the spread.

What is TrustX and how is it different from its ad tech
peers?

The biggest hurdles to full first-price auction adoption are
buy-side ad tech’s sluggishness in tuning buying algorithms
to buy on first price. Without such a tuning, clearing prices
will rise above market values. With well-tuned DSP buying
algorithms, there should be no difference in market price
between the average 2nd price and 1st price media costs;
natural market dynamics will ultimately be what drives
clearing price in an honest, fair auction. The only difference
with 1st price is buyer confidence that the price at which
they win the auction is the price they will pay for the media,
less any disclosed sell-side fee.

TrustX is singularly focused on addressing these two big
challenges.

How is ads.txt important, and what impact will it have on
the programmatic ecosystem?

TrustX is a cooperative private marketplace where buyers
and sellers trade with confidence and safety at scale. We’re
100% focused on providing advertisers with safe, audience
buying opportunities across many of the world’s largest and
most trusted premium content brands. We raise the bar
with strict rules that permit our 35 publishers to only
monetize content that has been subject to editorial review.
We permit no UGC nor audience extension. We only charge
for ads deemed “human and viewable” (by Moat), and we
are 100% transparent to buyers and sellers on every
financial transaction. And because we operate as a non-

Done right, ads.txt is an important step in reducing the
likelihood that ads land on fake or spoofed domains. That
said, sellers need to keep their ads.txt files tight – and
regularly monitored – to eliminate unknown or
unscrupulous demand sources. Otherwise, ads.txt is just a
misleading security blanket that fails to do good for either
buyer or seller. Over time, ad prices will rise when quality
publishers implement ads.txt. This is because there will be
fewer opportunities for nefarious domains willing to sell
subprime CPMs that mix low quality traffic into the mix.
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profit public benefit corporation (B-Corp), our economic
operating model keeps our costs to a minimum. As we begin
to scale, our already low revenue share gets smaller.

New Video Landscape

We see two major challenges with programmatic
advertising. The first is that advertisers have dismal media
buying power. Programmatic was billed as an efficient way
for marketers to reach consumers with the right message
at the right time, yet the complex supply chain pulls 60 to
70 cents out of every dollar, leaving a paltry 30 to 40 cents
of media buying power to fund working media. This fuels
the ever widening gap between promise and reality when it
comes to marketing efficiency.

John Vilade
Chief Revenue Officer,
TrustX

Convo with TrustX

What are the biggest challenges facing the programmatic
ecosystem?

David Kohl
President & CEO,
TrustX

Programmatic Trust

Luke Stillman
VP, Digital
Intelligence,
MAGNA

If all buyers only purchased authorized inventory, and all
sellers authorized only a few highly-trusted markets, both
sides of the buy-sell equation could be assured that they
were transacting with safety.
What impact will GDPR’s looming implementation have on
the state of data-driven audience buying?
We believe that GDPR will raise sufficient awareness here in
the US among both consumers and regulators, resulting in
a tightening of unfettered access to user data. One could
argue that the current Facebook privacy crisis will be an
accelerant for some level of user data regulation (or selfregulation) here in the US. In a digital advertising world
where users must opt in, the industry will revert to good
old-fashioned proxies for audience. That is, we’ll return to
targeting context over consumer, and find customers and
prospects among quality well-lit content rather than
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The path to restoring brand confidence in the open
exchange starts with weening brands from cheap CPMs that
don’t perform. Marketers will regain confidence in
programmatic when they see real ROI through their open
exchange investments. It is impossible for bots to generate
ROI; buying fraud is a losing proposition under all
circumstances. TrustX is an attempt to demonstrate that
open exchanges, done right, can generate tangible
economic returns.
What are the biggest changes you expect in the
programmatic space over the next couple of years related
to trust, transparency, and simplicity?
I’d like to hope the model we’ve put forth becomes the
industry’s benchmark for programmatic trading in that
timeframe. Programmatic exchange-based buying should
be simple – without the overhead and complexity of dealbased buying, and without the risks of the current paradigm
where opaque markets representing questionable content
environments are able to peddle super cheap CPMs with
little oversight and virtually no accountability. As more
media dollars make their way through TrustX, we anticipate
that more of the ad tech supply-chain will be compelled to
adopt the high standards that can restore trust,
transparency, and simplicity across all of programmatic
advertising.

Convo with Sorenson
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On the sell side, fat ads.txt files increase the risk that
publisher inventory will end up misrepresented down the
line. Publishers think “I want my inventory to be available in
as many places as possible,” but what they’re doing is
giving nefarious ad tech companies the opportunity to find
weak links.

Nobody should be comfortable purchasing fraud at any
price. Every ad dollar that funds fraud is ultimately paying
the smartest but least scrupulous software engineers in the
world to figure out the next way to dupe programmatic
buyers and sellers. Brands must stop practices that siphon
their ad dollars away from legitimate players in the supply
chain, period.

New Video Landscape

For buyers, when a publisher makes its inventory available
through many paths, all that it is doing is adding cost to
buy-side tech, which will bid multiple times on the same
inventory, sometimes bidding against itself. Supply path
optimization is attempting to reduce this buy-side tech cost,
but overly assertive algorithms are leaving smaller
marketplaces in the dust, concentrating power in a handful
of large ad tech firms.

What can be done to restore brand confidence in the open
exchange? Or are brands comfortable purchasing a certain
amount of fraud if the price is right?

Convo with TrustX

Today, there are very few publishers that are using ads.txt
other than to reduce the degree of domain spoofing. They
are leaving too many entries in the file and permitting too
many ‘partners’ to represent their inventory across the
supply chain. Doing so isn’t good for buyers or sellers.

scattered across the expanse of the sometimes-foggy
Internet. Marketers and agencies will realize the tangible
ROI benefits of content environments more conducive to ad
engagement, recall and results.

Programmatic Trust

Is ads.txt only a fraud measure, or are there other critical
applications for which it can be used in addition to its initial
purpose?

Sometimes it helps to go back to basics, however, and
realize that dollars have historically followed time spent in

Time Spent with Media 2018

the long run. In 2012, advertisers were significantly
underspending on mobile advertising. What did we see as a
result? Massive increases in mobile search, social, and
video spending to ensure dollars were following attention.
Fast forward to this year, and what do we see? Mobile
spend still trails time spent, but not as egregiously. In fact,
there is only one obvious shortcoming: the gap between
consumer time spent with on-demand TV (primarily OTT
and set top box VOD), and the volume of budgets going
into non-traditional television.

Evolution of Time vs. Spend
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It is a scary time for advertisers; consumers are changing
the way they view media at a faster pace every year. The
past 5 years have seen greater changes in consumption
patterns than the previous 50, and brands are struggling
to adapt to the new environment (not to mention the
disruption in the traditional premium publisher
landscape). Furthermore, the challenges of shorter
attention spans, and the difficulty in finding audiences at
scale and attaining reach, only compound this confusion.
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Part 2: Navigating the New Video Landscape
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Addressable Homes by Type (‘18)
84 million total addressable homes in 2018 break down in the
following way (VOD and OTT are incremental since there is some
overlap with the linear households):
Linear STB:
52 Million

Incremental
STB VOD:
18 Million

Incremental
OTT:
14 Million

2019

2021

2020

Source: MAGNA, Public Information
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19 19

18 17
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Total Addressable TV Households (Linear + VOD + OTT)

3

3

3
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New TV campaigns (addressable television, VOD, OTT)
are still relatively small in the grand scheme of things, but

the penetration of technology continues at a rapid clip.
This year, 84 million total homes will be technically
reachable (52 million linear homes through STB
addressable, an additional 18 million incremental homes
through VOD, and an additional 14 million OTT homes on
top of that) through non-traditional TV campaigns. This
represents the majority of total TV homes, and that rate of
penetration continues to increase.
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In this media landscape in turmoil, advertisers have been
armed with only a single new weapon with which to fight
back: data. It is a powerful one, however, and can be used
to enhance targeting, to reduce waste, to ensure
messaging is relevant, and to better understand how,
when, and why consumers are viewing content.
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Addressable Advertising Scale

Linear STB + VOD Spending ($mm)

This is for several reasons. The first is that despite the
significant household penetration rate, inventory sold is
limited to local cable inventory(a $5 billion sub-set of the
market) for linear set top box spending. Furthermore,
while the OTT market gives significant additional
information in terms of measurement, attribution, and
analytics, the budgets for non traditional TV campaigns
are coming from what were previously TV dollars. Brands
want to leverage data for more efficient TV campaigns, but
not at the expense of traditional success metrics like
reach, scale, and cost.

OTT Spending ($mm)

1,165

2,185
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1,005
1,540
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475
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Spend for non-traditional video campaigns is increasing
significantly. Set top box technology addressable spend
will reach $815 million this year, up by 28% from last year.
OTT spending will reach just over $2 billion this year in the
US, up by more than 40% y/y. It remains quite small
compared to the entire TV advertising market, however
($65 billion), and is a much lower percent of total spend
than the penetration of non-traditional campaign
capabilities among households.
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Addressable Advertising Spend

1,040

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

It is important to remember that while all of OTT has the
capability to target individual homes on an addressable
basis, not all providers take advantage of that
technology. Hulu, for example, the largest individual
spend component of the OTT landscape, largely sells
their inventory in a similar way to how it is done on linear
television i.e. demo guarantees or total viewers, rather
than on an audience first addressable basis. In addition,
while the linear and VOD ad spend is entirely in-stream
video, some of the OTT advertising spending even on an
addressable basis takes the form of display advertising.
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Source: MAGNA

Total Addressable Spending 2018

Linear:
38%

VOD:
3%

OTT:
59%
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2017

2016
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2018

Addressable TV comes with significant advantages. The
common pushback, however, is that it gives up too much
of what television traditionally values: audiences at scale.
This is because addressable campaigns are typically limited
to the footprint of each provider, and so an addressable

campaign cuts down the potential scale from all TV
households (90 million +) to the subscriber base of an
MVPD (fewer than 20 million households). There are
several potential ways to increase this scale and regain
some of those desired TV benefits, detailed below.

Appendix

Ways to Increase the Addressable Market

Increased Scale Option 2: Multiple Addressable Provider Campaign
Unavailable
Households

Multiple MVPD
Addressable
Full Footprint
Addressable
Addressable
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Yet another way to increase scale is to execute a campaign
with multiple providers. This can increase potential scale
from <5 million households (traditional addressable
campaign), or even 10-20 million households (full
footprint campaign) to more than 70 million households by
executing a campaign with multiple providers
simultaneously using the same 1st party data. To date,
brands and agencies have had to do this themselves and
cobble together unified results. However, some MVPDs are
already joining forces to facilitate this process, like the
newly announced NCC Media combination between Charter,
Comcast, and Cox.

New Video Landscape

One way to increase scale is to run a full footprint
addressable campaign. In this type of campaign, a brand is
buying the entire subscriber base of an MVPD rather than
cutting it down to a specific audience target. Data is being
leveraged, however, to deliver different creative to
different households depending on their characteristics.
This can either be different personalized messaging for the
same product, or for a brand with multiple product lines,
the creative can be for different products. This still limits
scale to a specific provider’s subscriber base, but is much
less restrictive than a traditional household addressable
campaign. This has been effective for brands with multiple
product lines in their portfolio like food & beverage brands.
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Increased Scale Option 1: Full Footprint Addressable Campaign
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In a traditional household addressable campaign, scale is
limited. Not only are campaigns restricted to a single
MVPD’s subscriber base, but even within that subscriber
base only homes that match the addressable target are
purchased. Furthermore, the price of an addressable
campaign increases the smaller portion of the total
household footprint a brand is buying; for this reason
traditional addressable campaigns are mostly used to
convert television into a lower funnel advertising format. In
addition, the most success has been seen from brands that
have either a very narrow target, or those with very high
ticket price items, such as automotive brands.

Convo with Sorenson

The Status Quo: Traditional Household Addressable Campaign

Beyond the benefits of reduced waste and improved
relevance, there are also new and more granular
measurement possibilities for addressable and OTT. Many
brands want to stick with traditional TV measurement such

as reach and frequency, but a growing number of brands
want to leverage more granular ways of reporting postcampaign and attributing the impact of the campaign.
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New Measurement Dynamics

Sales Impact
Ultimately the goal of all advertising is to drive sales, either immediately or
down the line. For this reason, sales impact studies are some of the most
valuable and significant for a brand. Key sales impact metrics include Foot
Traffic, Transaction Analysis (Shopper Penetration), and Incremental Sales.
With every passing month, the location and transaction databases available to
brands to connect exposure with sales grows more robust and reliable. Sales
impact studies can frequently prove to a brand whether the incremental
effectiveness of addressable campaigns justifies the added price.
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Action impact metrics are similar to brand impact studies in that the basis for
comparison is behavior of consumers exposed vs. a control group. They are
different, however, in that opinions aren’t self reported through survey
mechanisms, and are instead measured off real behaviors. Key action impact
metrics include Website Activity, Search Activity, and Conversion Rate. While these
metrics aren’t linked directly to sales, it is very useful to connect spend to digital
activities, many of which can be very closely tied to sales. These metrics represent
some of the first layer of benefits of leveraging digital technologies in a TV screen
viewing environment.

Convo with TrustX

Action Impact

Programmatic Trust

Brand impact metrics can still largely be done by survey methodology, with a control
population vs. an exposed population to an ad. Key brand impact metrics include
Consumer Affinity, Reach Analysis, and Purchase Intent. While this type of metric
doesn’t leverage data as much as action or sales impact studies, it can give brands a
sense of the value of brand building campaigns through comparisons of the impact on
their target, on the general population, and on those not exposed. Ultimately,
however, addressable advertising is most successful for brands whose primary target
audience is less than 1/3 of the total population. Above that and it’s likely that a
traditional TV campaign even with incremental waste would be more efficient on an
eCPM basis.
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Brand Impact

The most straightforward way for addressable to increase in scale is by increasing technological
penetration (more set top boxes activated for addressable advertising), or by providers
increasing their market share (MVPD mergers, CTV combinations, etc.). The third option,
however, is for existing players to combine and create larger streamlined offerings. This is
similar to multiple addressable provider campaigns, but instead of brands and agencies doing
the work of merging results from different addressable providers, the providers themselves
have created a unified offering. This is also superior to multiple addressable provider campaigns
because one of the greatest difficulties in executing such a campaign is that the measurement
and reporting of each addressable provider is different and difficult to
combine across providers. When the combination is done on the
provider side, these issues are already ironed out and harmonized.
Recently, NCC Media announced a joint addressable solution,
combining the household footprints of Charter, Comcast,
and Cox. Similar to what we’ve seen in digital programmatic,
greater scale will likely result in increased spending
from brands. Data-fueled advertising has grown complex
enough that sometimes simplicity and ease of use is worth
more to a brand than best in class offerings.

Addressable
Combinations

Addressable
Providers

Increasing Addressable Depth
$16 Billion

$42 Billion

$5 Billion

Local
Cable

Local
Broadcast

National
Television

US Television Spend 2018
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Because addressable technology was built by MVPDs, it
is no surprise that it was also first rolled out on cable
inventory. The local cable market is a small slice of the
total television market in the US, however, and if
addressable is going to break out into the majority of TV
spend, it will have to break out beyond local cable. The
first signs of this have been seen in local broadcast,
where Sorenson Media will soon be inserting advertising
at the screen level on local broadcast inventory.
Addressable advertising remains a less than $2 billion
market, so local cable and broadcast budgets combined
($20bn+) allow for significant growth in the
addressable space. Eventually, national cable (~$25bn)
will be more open to selling addressable advertising, but
that will be years from now. It will require a continued
erosion of viewing and demand, acceptance that
enhanced data and segmentation will increase the value
of inventory and increase CPMs, and a new willingness to
form partnerships and share data and tech.
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Increasing Addressable Breadth
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Convo with Sorenson

combinations. The other way that addressable can scale up
is by increasing addressable depth. To date, addressable
advertising has been strictly available through local cable
(and non-linear on-demand content). Increasing depth
would be breaking out beyond local cable inventory into
local broadcast, and eventually into national inventory.
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Addressable advertising’s greatest challenge is growing in
scale. As discussed, the first way addressable advertising
can increase in scale is by increasing addressable breadth.
This would mean both increasing the number of homes
with addressable technology, and also increasing the
concentration of addressable offerings through provider
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Ways to Scale Up Addressable

Connected television can
increase the scale of
addressable advertising in
three ways: by increasing
the scale of households
available for addressable
messaging, by increasing
the concentration of households, and also by offering
technological bridges to new inventory.

What makes a connected TV
a ‘Smart TV’ is simple: it has
an internet connection. While
this sounds like a basic
incremental step, the benefits
to brands of connecting the
television ecosystem to the digital
ecosystem are significant. The digital data stream
coming from connected TVs is more responsive and
adaptable than traditional TV infrastructure and comes
with a host of benefits. These include instant viewing
feedback, second by second viewing analysis through
ACR technology, and easier and more efficient frequency
capping.

1) Household Scale: Because of cord cutting,
addressable campaigns through MVPDs can access a
shrinking potential pool of total households (once
100% penetration of set top box technology is
reached). There are an increasing number of homes
that have connected televisions but that don’t have a
traditional cable subscription or set top box. The TV
viewing of these homes can only be accessed through
their CTV connection (for example through an OTT
device).
2) Household Concentration: The largest MVPDs have
about 20 million subscribers. The largest CTV
manufacturers, on the other hand, are in nearly 30
million homes and growing (Samsung). Being able to
run a single campaign with increased scale is more
streamlined and cheaper than the multiple-MVPD
addressable mentioned earlier as a way to access
larger volumes of homes.
3) Access to New Inventory: The current addressable
landscape has been limited to local cable inventory.
While this is sufficient for the current scale of
addressable budgets, if addressable advertising on
TV is ever to become dominant it will have to break
out into local broadcast and eventually national
inventory. CTV provides another technology partner
that broadcasters can leverage to bring addressable
advertising to their inventory. While regular set top
box addressable technology offered the same thing,
to date local broadcasters appear more willing to
strike partnerships with CTV manufacturers
(Samsung/Sorenson with Sinclair, for example).
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1) Instant Feedback: The bottleneck in campaign
optimization today is primarily logistical. Having real
time data about how consumers exposed to a
campaign are behaving is helpful to improve the
impact of the campaign in real time and minimize
waste. While set top box return path data and as-run
reports are getting faster, connected TV data is
digital, instant, and universal.
2) Second by Second Viewing: Connected televisions all
have automatic content recognition (ACR)
technology that can tell what consumers are
watching regardless of the source. This means that
unlike set top box technology which is primarily
analyzing video viewing through a traditional cable
subscription, CTV viewing data will recognize content
and advertising from all devices.
3) Better Frequency Capping: Because the connected
TV analysis includes video from all sources, it’s easier
to ensure consumers aren’t being exposed to
advertising too many times unintentionally.
Furthermore, because the CTV data feed is already
digital and IP based, it’s easier to ensure that cross
device frequency capping between CTV and digital
devices is within acceptable limits.

Convo with Sorenson

CTV “Smarts”
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CTV Scale
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Connected television has the ability to increase the scale of
the addressable landscape, as well as to leverage the
advantages of being connected to the rest of the online
environment, in several ways detailed below.
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Addressable advertising has already opened up a
significant number of additional capabilities for traditional
television brands. The biggest drawback, however,
remains scale and fully integrating with the multitude of
targeting, measurement, and attribution benefits that
come along with internet connectivity. The solution to
many of those problems likely lies with a device already in
millions of households: the Connected TV (CTV).
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The Connected TV Revolution

What does Sorenson believe will be the most significant
developments in the addressable landscape in the
coming year?
There will be three significant developments in addressable
advertising. First, there will be broadcast inventory available
for purchase for the first time; Sorenson is partnering with
local broadcasters to bring inventory to the addressable
market, broadening addressable’s inventory footprint.
Second, national TV owners will begin to explore addressable
opportunities. MVPDs have been effective at proving out the
benefits of addressable advertising, and national
programmers have taken notice and will explore ways to
make portions of their inventory addressable, whether
through MVPDs or through Sorenson. Third, data quality will
improve and allow for deeper understanding of ad
effectiveness. Because Sorenson is a digital platform, it is
uniquely positioned to leverage both offline and online data,
providing real time insights to a brand for campaign
optimization.
How does Sorenson help to solve some of the
challenges around measurement in the addressable
space?
The biggest benefit to Sorenson’s tech is that every device is
connected to the internet and thus connected to provide
return path data. Though the campaign data is probably
21

On what inventory can Sorenson insert advertising?
In essence, Sorenson Media is creating an addressable
ecosystem powered by several key partners, the first of
which are the TV manufacturers. Without the ability to place
the required software on their chip sets, Sorenson would be
unable to dynamically insert ads. The second partnership is
with inventory owners. Sorenson is providing an opportunity
for broadcasters and networks to get involved in addressable,
eventually bringing together local broadcast, national
broadcast, and national cable into one marketplace.
There are two main products in the Sorenson addressable
marketplace. The first is true dynamic ad replacement, where
each household in the television footprint would see a
different ad. The second product is creative versioning, where
one advertiser could purchase an entire spot and split the
copy to appropriate audiences, based on either geo or
demographic.
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Sorenson Media partners with smart TV manufacturers to
deliver addressable advertising directly to the television
screen, bypassing traditional television infrastructure.
Because the company is partnered with smart TV
manufacturers, the delivery mechanisms are all based
around digital architecture, and so can deliver ads in real
time. The focus today is on the ability to dynamically insert
ads in live linear television programming.

similar between the MVPDs and Sorenson, the data from
Sorenson is actual, and is coming back in real time. As
viewers are watching an ad, the system reflects that
immediately and passes the view off to the advertiser. That
data can be used for KPI measurement or it could be used for
optimizations within the campaign flight, whether that means
changing frequency, revising targets, or anything else. Speed
and accuracy are the biggest differentiators for measurement.
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What is Sorenson, and what does Sorenson allow
brands to do in the addressable space that wasn’t
previously possible?

James Shears
VP, Advanced
Advertising,
Sorenson Media
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Luke Stillman
VP, Digital
Intelligence,
MAGNA

The roadblock to seeing inventory move out of local cable is
that until recently, the only way to serve an ad was through a
cable or satellite set-top-box. That technology was
revolutionary at the time because it opened up a whole new
opportunity for advertisers on both the targeting and
measurement side. Because the serving depended on the
set-top-box, the natural fit to begin running addressable ads
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As the television and digital ecosystems continue to
converge, many constituents will be focused on this question.
The television is a cookie-less environment so the first step is
a bridge of some kind. For Sorenson, the beginning of the
answer is focused around what many are trying to develop
today – a device graph. The difference with Sorenson is that
the company has access both IP address and device ID of
the TVs. That data point does not really exist today so that is
somewhat unique to Sorenson (all accessed through safe
havens, thus guarding privacy).
It is important to remember that the IP address that is
associated with TVs are fairly static and therefore are not
unstable like mobile Device IDs can be. That stability will
allow for tighter data sets to bridge the gap. There won’t
necessarily be new data sets created but new ways to
connect them. And that becomes easier as the age of the
Internet of Things continues to come to the forefront.
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Appendix
How will addressable television break out of local cable
inventory and reach all of TV programming?

What new ways will emerge this year to link addressable
TV campaigns to digital advertising? What data sets are
powering these new methods?
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An important caveat to this question is that Sorenson Media
is not in competition with the MVPDs. MVPDs have done a
great job of bringing addressable to the market and
leveraging the technology they have, with more than 70
million people available through addressable advertising. But
the greatest challenge in terms of increasing addressable
scale relates to the existing base of addressable technology
only being leveraged for the two minutes per hour of local
commercial time that the MVPDs control. One benefit of the
Sorenson tech is that it is partnering with content owners to
be able to address their own ad time, and expand the scope
of addressable advertising.
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We are not naïve enough to say that this product solves the
challenges with scale in the market, but Sorenson’s
technology does begin to help to address those challenges.
As the company strikes new partnerships with television
manufacturers to create a greater footprint, some of the
headwinds around scale will be alleviated.

was in the local cable inventory that the MVPDs control.
Sorenson’s technology is targeted to the content owners in a
different way. The company is putting the tech directly in the
owners’ hands rather than going through an MVPD.
Sorenson’s tech is simply offering a different approach to
market focused on leveraging the good of digital (the
architecture for ad delivery) with the good of television (the
audience size and the premium content at scale).
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Does Sorenson help to solve some of the challenges
around scale within addressable TV?

1st Price Auction: A 1st price auction is one in which the
winning bidder pays their bid price.
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DMP: Data Management Platform, a user data store that is
Automated Guaranteed: Transaction in which inventory is
used for the centralization, management and deployment of
guaranteed and pricing is fixed, with negotiation happening
a brand’s audience data.
directly between buyer and seller. Transaction processes are
automated but otherwise match a traditional I/O transaction. DSP: Demand-Side Platform, tech solution to allow buyers to
access inventory across multiple exchanges and from
Automation: Using technology to facilitate media
multiple media owners.
transactions in a way that mirrors traditional transactions in
Dynamic Insertion: The ability to show a specific user a
structure.
specific ad, typically because of the characteristics of that
Bid Shading: Bid shading is when an advertiser reduces their user.
bid below what they believe a good or service is worth. Bid
Exchange: Technology platform that facilitates the buying
shading is a necessary practice in 1st price auctions.
and selling of ad inventory using various methods of
Clearing Price: The clearing price in an auction is the price
purchase other than traditional I/O.
paid by the winning bidder. In a 1st price auction, this is
First Look: An agreement in which a buyer has priority
obvious (they pay their bid price). In a 2nd price auction,
predicting the clearing price can be more opaque especially
access to inventory in an auction environment.
with incomplete information.
Hash Linking: Associating an identifying tag with a specific
Consumer Surplus: Consumer surplus is the difference
user through a cryptographic function that does not allow
between the total amount a consumer is willing to pay for
reversing that tag back into the identifying characteristics
something, and the actual amount they paid. Consumers try for that user. Current best tracking option for protecting
to maximize their consumer surplus by paying the least
Personally Identifiable Information.
possible for a desired good or service.
Header Bidding: A unified auction conducted by publishers
CRM: Customer relationship management – a system for
outside their primary ad server, which allows advertisers to
managing a company’s interactions with current and future
sell inventory to the highest bids, regardless of source or
customers.
priority in the ad serving waterfall.

Audience Buying (Programmatic TV): Method by which ads
are served to networks/programs/dayparts with the highest
propensity to reach target audience of a campaign. Uses
technology and audience data to deliver incremental reach.

Cross-Platform Targeting: Identifying and matching
audiences across devices (desktop, tablet, smartphone, TV,
OOH, etc.)
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Deterministic Identification: Using login details to associate
devices with an individual user for the purpose of identifying
a user across all devices through which they access content.
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Ads.txt: Ads.txt is a tool created for publishers where they
can publicly declare which partners are authorized to sell
their digital inventory.
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Display-Related: Digital media advertising formats, including
banners, video and social, i.e. all digital advertising formats
except Search. “Display-Related” is the addressable
universe for programmatic development.

Programmatic Trust

2nd Price Auction: A 2nd price auction is one in which the
winning bidder pays 1c more than the 2nd highest bid.

Deal ID: Unique identifier that associates a transaction with
prearranged agreement details, typically used to increase
information in a transaction or change auction outcome from
strict price criteria.
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Glossary

Probabilistic Identification: Using an algorithm that combines
non-personally identifiable information to associate devices
with an individual user for the purpose of identifying a user
across all devices through which they access content.
Programmatic Buying: The buying and selling of ad inventory
in an automated fashion. In the context of this report, it
encompasses both RTB and non-RTB methods.
Programmatic Direct: A generic term for non-RTB
programmatic transactions that is being replaced by more
specific terms as non-RTB technology matures.
Programmatic Universe: Total banner display spend plus
total video spend.
RTB: Real-Time Bidding, where an impression is offered
through an auction where bid price is the most important
(but not only) characteristic used to select a winning buyer.
SSP: A tech platform used by web publishers to find the most
appropriate available audience and optimize pricing of a
publisher’s inventory.
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Invitation-Only Auction: Auction environment comparable to
open exchange, except only a select collection of buyers that Thin Auction: A thin auction is one in which there are few
have been white-listed by the media owner(s) are allowed to bidders. This results in large gaps between bids, and likely
creates a significant gap in a 2nd price auction between the
participate.
top bid and the clearing price.
I/O: Insertion Order in a direct buy (agency to publisher).
Traditional Transaction: Any transaction executed through
Traditional method of buying media inventory.
non-programmatic means.
Media Owner Cooperative: Partnership between media
UDID: Universal Device ID, used to identify specific devices
owners through which they offer premium inventory in
across sessions and apps.
controlled auction environments; typically affiliated with a
supporting tech platform.
Unreserved Fixed-Rate: A transaction in which price has
Open Auction: Transaction environment in which any brand
been agreed upon in advance but no guarantees on exact
can bid for offered inventory with few if any controls and
inventory or impression delivery have been made.
little to no transparency.
Viewability: Whether or not an impression was on screen for
PMP: Private Marketplace, where either one or a small
long enough to count as being viewable. Viewable
handful of media owners offer inventory via programmatic
impressions are gradually becoming the currency for an
methods but with either limited invites for specific brands or increasing number of campaigns. For a standard banner in
pre-arranged pricing.
the US, the requirement is that 50% of the pixels be on
screen for at least one second.
Private Transaction: Transaction between one buyer and one
seller where each is known to the other.
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Statistical Identification: The process of identifying devices
across sessions based on a series of non-personally
identifiable data points and algorithms to narrow these
characteristics to a single or small handful of users.
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Household Addressable (Programmatic TV): Method by
which ads are served directly to the households in which the
target audience resides.
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Glossary (Cont.)
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Verification & Privacy

Exchanges

DMPs & Data Suppliers

Measurement & Analytics

SSPs

Resellers

Publishers
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Trading Desks

DSPs
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Flow of Dollars

Advertisers
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The Structure of the Programmatic Ecosystem

MAGNA’s programmatic market size forecast model
utilizes data from:

•

Aforementioned surveys & interviews
Existing MAGNA estimates
Past digital advertising growth rates
Regression modeling of various publicly available facts
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•
•
•
•
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• Anonymous surveys & interviews with companies representing ad tech
such as Trading Desks, DSPs, SSPs, Exchanges, MVPDs, and other key
technology players in the rapidly expanding ad tech landscape.
• Brands and Publishers
• Existing MAGNA research
• Other publicly available information
• Internal Cadreon Resources
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The conclusions in this report were derived from:

•
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Methodology
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IPG Employees can access and download MAGNA reports through the MAGNA Atlas:
https://atlas.magnaglobal.com/
All work is property of MAGNA and cannot be used or reproduced by any person or company for
direct commercial activities without written authorization.
© 2018 MAGNA, New York, NY, USA – All Rights Reserved

MAGNA Contributors
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MAGNA Intelligence has set the industry standard for more than 60 years by predicting the future
of media value. The MAGNA Intelligence team produces more than 40 annual reports on audience
trends, media spend and market demand as well as ad effectiveness. To access full reports and
databases or to learn more about our subscription-based research services, contact
forecasting@magnaglobal.com.
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MAGNA harnesses the aggregate power of all IPG media investments to create leverage in the
market, negotiate preferred pricing and secure premium inventory to drive maximum value for
our clients. The MAGNA Investment and Innovation teams architect go-to-market investment
strategies across all channels including linear television, print, digital and programmatic on behalf
of IPG clients. The team focuses on the use of emerging media opportunities, as well as data and
technology-enabled solutions to drive optimal client performance and business results.

Convo with TrustX

MAGNA is the centralized IPG Mediabrands resource that develops intelligence, investment and
innovation strategies for agency teams and clients. We utilize our insights, forecasts and strategic
relationships to provide clients with a competitive marketplace advantage.
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